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Abstract: E-commerce applications are being built at a rapid pace with the increase in demand of business to be always online. 

Many of the small shops popularly known as “kirana” shops are going online in our locality to meet the demands of the customer. 

They basically need an online presence, a product catalogue and payment gateway as the minimum requisites. The high demand 

of such applications and ease of technology has led to the emergence of several small and medium scale software development 

companies and freelance developers who can develop such applications at very minimal cost. However, the quality of such 

applications is compromised in various aspects. Software Testing is one such aspect. With very low costs involved the Testing 

phase for such applications is altogether skipped by the developers as they couldn’t afford the expensive testing tools available 

for these applications and rely on mostly manual testing. In this research work, this particular problem has been undertaken 

and a framework has been proposed which gives the developers an automated testing suite which they can use by paying very 

low cost. A small application with some common testing attribute related to a typical e-commerce application has also been 

developed to better understand the concept. It is realized that if sufficient research is put in this framework can surely provide a 

breakthrough in e-commerce application testing. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Software testing is an important phase of the software lifecycle that suffers from an abundance of unsolved problems. Testing has 

not been ignored by the research community, but common research topics focus on only a small portion of these challenges, many 

of which may or may not be the most crucial issues for the industry as a whole. The first problem that this research intends to solve 

is identifying and quantifying hard problems in software testing as defined by testing professionals in order to provide a better 

research direction, allowing future work to resolve the most frequently occurring and problematic challenges that the industry faces 

today.  

Recently, tool vendors are promoting testing software via web services, known as TaaS that theoretically resolve some of the major 

issues plaguing the industry. The secondary problem that this thesis examines is determining whether or not Testing as a Service is 

a potential candidate for solving the major problems identified by the industry by analysing the gap between the existing tools and 

the needs of the industry.  

Software Testing plays a vital role in the lifecycle of any software development. It is that phase where the developers can get assured 

that software which is being delivered is error-free, reliable, robust, secure and validated against required functionality. If all the 

efforts have been done in developing, but still somehow lacks in testing, then it may result in software failure, after its deployment. 

Hence, due to much effort and chances of errors/deviated results, currently, manual testing is being replaced by automated testing 

tools, which are more reliable and error-free. However automated testing tools are very costly, as tools are licensed based, also 

manual effort is still required to operate tools, which costs double and most of the tools provide the only single testing type. Hence, 

purchasing different tools for different testing types is not economical, especially for small and medium organizations. A majority 

of e-commerce application which is made nowadays generally are intended for a small business like a small kirana store etc, because 

of huge demand to go online. These businesses go for cost effective solutions. This puts additional pressure on developers to make 

available a good quality software at minimum cost which makes them skip several phases of the software development lifecycle 

including testing. They only rely on manual testing, which is prone to errors.  

This research work takes an agent-based e-commerce application development and focusses on its testing phase to lay out a 

framework for future e-commerce application developers to follow. The goal is to chalk out a framework which is low on cost and 

as such the possibilities of using the application to give a shared space to a multitude of users will be studied and implemented. 

The major outlines of this research work can be outlined as below: 
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 Due to the considerable growth in applications of web-based systems, there are increasing demands for methods and tools 

to assure their quality. 

 Testing these systems, due to their inherent complexities and special characteristics, is complex, time-consuming and 

challenging.   

 These complexities increase the cost of testing web-based systems.  

A reliable testing framework for web application especially e-commerce applications is indispensable. 

The major objectives to be fulfilled by this research work is as mentioned below: 

 Provide a framework for E-commerce applications of small and medium scale. 

 Possibilities of using online pay per use services for testing. 

 Development of multi-agent based e-commerce testing application with various kinds of intelligent agents developed 

using JADE.  

 Testing of the software and the agents at various testing modes. 

 Defining the best practices involved in developing an agent-based e-commerce application. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

•Research On A Multi-Agent Software Environment for Testing Web based Applications. [1]  

This paper is written by Qingning Huo and Hong Zhu the paper explains the agent-based environment for web applications testing. 

The infrastructure of the system consists of a lightweight agent platform that supports agent communication, an ontology of software 

testing that enables flexible integration of multiple agents, and a formalism using XML to represent both the basic and compound 

concepts of the ontology. Relations between testing concepts are defined and their properties are analysed. A number of agents are 

implemented to perform various tasks in testing web-based applications. Broker agents use the ontology as a means of inferences 

to manage the knowledge about agents and assign each task to the most appropriate agent. 

 

 •Applying Agent into Web Testing and Evolution [2] 

This paper was written by Baowen Xu and Lei Xu. This paper shows the implementation of agents into the area of automated 

Web Testing. They have explained the necessity and feasibility of automatic web testing and use of agents and also give the general 

description of the proposed method; then, they apply Agent into the Web performance testing, Web regression testing and Web 

usability evolution 

 

•An Agent-based Testing Approach for Web Applications [3] 

This paper was written by Yu Qi, David Kung, and Eric Wong. This paper highlights an approach for a specific test in which 

agents are generated from abstract classes. Web application testing is done by cooperation of a set of agents. They propose an agent-

based approach for Web application testing. While the agent-based framework greatly reduces the complexity of Web applications, 

a four-level data flow test approach can be employed to perform structure testing on them. In this approach, data flow analysis will 

be performed as Function Level Testing, Function Cluster Level Testing, Object Level Testing, and Web Application Level Testing, 

from low abstract level to high abstract level. Each test agent in the framework takes charge of the testing in an abstract level for a 

particular type of Web document or object. 

 

•Multi-Agent based Regression Testing Suite [4] 

 

This Paper was written by Khalid A Muhammadi. This paper shows the MARTS Multi-Agents based Regression Testing Suite 

that makes use of intelligent agents for test cases versioning, report and results analysing. Proposed solution utilizes the benefits of 

the agent-based systems, along with the proven solutions of distributed computing. In proposed solution, only test scenarios are 

executed using agents, rather than the entire agent-based system. The main goal was to simulate human testing, along with some 

level of intelligence and autonomous decisions making capability. 

 

•Agent-based Cloud Computing [5] 

This paper was written by Kwang. Mong Sim. This paper provides verification of the system into two classes. Logic gives axiom 

for every statement and semantic approach checks model for testing. Its uses through a service-oriented interface to offer on-demand 

services gives an overview of intelligent agents in cloud computing and their role in testing. The significance of this work is 

introducing an agent-based paradigm for constructing software tools and testbeds for cloud resource management. The novel 

contributions of this work include:  

1) Developing Cloudle: an agent-based search engine for cloud service discovery 

2) showing that agent-based negotiation mechanisms can be effectively adopted for bolstering cloud service negotiation and cloud 

commerce, and 

3) Showing that agent-based cooperative problem-solving techniques can be effectively adopted for automating cloud service 

composition 
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•Multi-Agents Based Software Testing As a Service on Cloud [6] 

This Paper present the MSTAS in which they highlight the role and significance of intelligent agents in providing such testing 

services. It is intended to conceptualize the multi-agents based framework that emphasise that how different groups of agents can 

collaborate to provide software testing as a service on the cloud. MSTAS is multi-agents based integrated framework which provides 

different types of on-demand testing services, just as “pay as you go” model. 

 

III. PROPOSED WORK 

Multi-Agents have been used to develop a framework for testing of e-commerce applications. E-commerce application/sites are web 

applications or mobile application too. So, they undergo all the typical test types. 

 Functional Testing 

 Usability Testing 

 Security Testing 

 Performance Testing 

 Database Testing 

 Mobile Application Testing 

 A/B testing. 

In this proposed framework, the various types of testing for e-commerce applications is automatically implemented using the 

multi-agents. Different agents have been created and put to work to automate the whole testing process of the e-commerce 

applications. 

The flowchart of the system architecture is as shown below in Figure 5.1. The frontend application provides a testing tool to the 

users, who can either subscribe to the application or purchase as per the use. The working of the application is as follows: 

 The user enters the URL of the E-commerce application to be tested. 

 The Filter Testing Agent identifies the type of testing to be applied to the e-commerce application. 

 The users selects the particular testing and testing is performed 

 Results are displayed to the user. 

 

 
Figure 1:   System Architecture           

 

 

Filter Testing Agent 

The application Web Testing Tool requires the user to input the URL which he is intended to apply the testing on. The application 

uses filter agents for this purpose. Filter agents perform URL filtering to find out the kind of testing which is to be applied to the 

web application, according to the URL.   

 
 

Figure 2: Filter Testing Agent Working 
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The Link Broken Agent checks for the broken links, appearing in the Application URL. A broken link or dead link is a link on a 

web page that no longer works because the website is encountering one or more of the reasons below.  

 An improper URL entered for the link by the website owner.  

 The destination website removed the linked web page causing what is known as a 505 error. 

Load testing is a kind of non-functional testing. A load test is the type of software testing which is conducted to understand the 

behavior of the application under a specific expected load.  

The Load Agent defined in the Web Testing Tool performs the load testing and measures the response time of the system. 

 

Performance Testing Agent checks the performance of the URL being tested in terms of response time generated. 

The SSL testing Agent checks for the SSL encryption of the application. 

The Security Test agent testes the application for data security of users visiting the application. The Build Verification test is 

managed by the Smoke Testing Agent. 

 

Table 1: Performance and Load testing Results of Three major Ecommerce Platforms 

 

      Ecommerce Application   Load Test Result (sec)  Performance Test Result(sec) 

       Ebay       .55621                  2.541262 

       Amazon        1.241658                  3.985752 

       Alibaba        0.304788                 0.751361 

 

Table 1 gives the load testing and performance testing results for three major e-commerce giants in terms of their load testing and 

performance testing. The load testing checks for the response time of the e-commerce application in processing a single request, 

while a request bundle is sent to the application in performance testing. As can be seen from the table above, in both load testing 

and performance testing Alibaba fares extremely well as compared to Amazon and Ebay. 

 

CONCLUSION 

Software testing will never be entirely free of challenges; however, many of the current and, frequently, timeless issues can be 

mitigated or their impacts reduced by focusing research on the needs of the industry and applying new methodologies where 

applicable. Ecommerce Application Testing is an important issue because of the emergence of several low-cost e-commerce 

applications. The suggested framework based on multi-agents promises to provide a low cost easy to use software which can be 

used for better testing by resolving many of these existing problems while promoting dynamic solutions easily capable of adapting 

to future needs. With more support from other researchers and more effort put into classify and implement test cases relevant to an 

e-commerce application, this framework can be extended to a solution that can truly revolutionize the future of testing, simplifying 

the creation and runtime of diverse and manageable test suites with little cost and effort on the consumers. To maintain this path, 

though, software testing problems must be re-evaluated, redirecting the tool requirements as necessary to develop and maintain 

strong products that consider overcoming testing challenges as a priority. 
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